
Hosted by KPMG’s Global Energy 
Institute (GEI), the latest GEI Business 
Club event held on 2 October brought 
together senior industry players to 
consider emerging issues in M&A and 
Strategic Procurement.

KPMG Partners Tony Rawlinson and 
Anthony Lobo addressed two of the 
eight areas seen by the GEI as key to 
helping businesses achieve sustainable 
growth: Delivering Performance & JV’s 
and Structuring (Figure 1).

Looking ahead to 2015, we predict 
that procurement efficiency as 
a key business improvement 
lever will increasingly be at the 
forefront of business leaders’ 
minds. Tony Rawlinson, Partner 
and Head of Procurement Advisory, 
KPMG Singapore Management 
Consulting, outlined the rising global 
megatrends that are simultaneously 
challenging existing ENR procurement 
organizations and forcing the industry 
to evolve in order to maintain 
competitiveness.

ENR companies are increasingly 
expected to deliver low carbon, 
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Figure 1: KPMG GEI identified eight key themes that will influence the Asia Pacific energy industry
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affordable and stable energy supply to 
a growing demand base. To balance 
such expectations with sustainable 
profit growth, Mr Rawlinson 
emphasized the importance of ENR 
procurement organizations adapting 
their service platform. In particular, 
ENR functions need to move beyond 
the traditional role of cost management 
and prioritization of spending, to deliver 
more strategic value.

To unlock value for companies, 
procurement needs to become 
a strategic business partner. The 
development of stronger procurement 
capability in category management, 
strategic sourcing, demand 
management and supplier relationship 
management is required to cash-in 
on the bankable dollars from superior 
procurement management.
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*Source: KPMG, The Power of Procurement

Procurement Maturity Curve
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FOUNDATION ESTABLISHED LEADING EXCELLENCE
Industry benchmarks

• Poor spend data transparency                 
- no developed control metrics

• Procurement buried in organisational 
hieracrchy

• Procurement staff seen as  
transactional/support

• No discernible procurement strategy

• Basic spend data controls and 
procurement processes

• Self standing procurement practice       
in place

• Executive support and investment in 
procurement staff

• Basic strategic principles underpinning 
procurement practice

• Metrics driven procurement organisation 
and automated supporting processes

• Mature procurement practice and 
processes

• Procurement attracts adequately 
qualified staff

• Detailed procurement strategy led by 
a CPO

• High spend data transparency, rigorous 
performance management

• High performing sourcing practice seen 
as strategic, core competency

• Procurement attacts and develops top 
talent

• Category strategies developed       
cross-functionally
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IMPACT ON CORPORATE 
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

IMMUNISATION AGAINST INCREASING BUSINESS VOLATILITY & RISK
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Top-CPO’s Agenda
Industry leaders are striving to meet a range of challenges and achieve a range of 
objectives, both financial and non-financial

With a KPMG Procurement Maturity 
Curve (Figure 2), Mr Rawlinson 
explained that there is room to improve 
procurement maturity in the majority of 
ENR companies:

Only a third of ENR organisations 
have a centralised or centre-led 
operating model for procurement. 
Limited procurement involvement in 

make or buy decisions.
Low maturity in procurement 
systems and technology 
capability. The majority were in the  
‘established’ category.
Low procurement participation in 
demand management.
Low level of procurement maturity in 
risk management activities.

Effective procurement functions 
raise profit margins by as much as 
163 percent.
In addition to improving an 
organisation’s bottom-line, cutting-edge 
procurement processes can up the 
game in other areas including supply 
reliability and performance, risk and 
volatility management, innovation and 
operational excellence. 

The Asia Pacific ENR industry is beset 
by competition, supply constraints, 
rising costs and higher domestic 
demand. A stronger procurement 
function can help significantly reduce 
the business volatility and risk faced by 
ENR companies. 

Driving Procurement Excellence
Through a third-party lens 
methodology, KPMG can support 
ENR clients across the value chain by 
identifying and delivering a range of 
procurement efficiencies (Figure 3).

Figure 2: Procurement Maturity Curve

Figure 3: Driving Procurement Excellence
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M&A
Explore the future - Oil & Gas: 
Anthony Lobo, Global Head of Oil and 
Gas at KPMG UK, provided insight 
into global M&A trends. Last year, 
deal volume for the global oil and gas 
industry was relatively low. This was 
partly due to capital constraints, a 
focus of value over volume and wider 
uncertainty surrounding the global 
economy. Soaring project costs, and 
shareholder pressure has forced a 
slow-down in development capital 
spending also, with a number of 
large mega projects being cancelled 
in the last 12 months due to poor 
economic performance.

Despite deal activity slowing down, 
Mr Lobo highlighted the diverging 
portfolio strategies between 
National Oil Companies (NOCs) 
and International Oil Companies 
(IOCs). China and other Asian NOC’s 
- driven by the challenge of meeting 
escalating domestic demand forecasts 
- are venturing outside of their home-
markets. This resource hunger led to 
NOCs dominating the M&A market in 
2012 and 2013. By contrast, enhancing 
their  competitive position, IOCs 
have implemented capital discipline 
measures to allay shareholder fears of 
falling earnings (Figure 4).

As Figure 5 shows, the investment 
strategies of IOCs have changed 
discernibly in the last three years. To 

Development capex by year (US$bn) - Top 10 IOCs
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ensure sustainable growth and deliver 
shareholder value, IOCs are actively 
optimising their investment portfolios. 
Preferring ‘Value over Volume’, many 
are streamlining investments and 
operations to focus on strategic 
strengths, and shifting their upstream 
focus to key geographies.

But this is not as simple as it sounds 
as large scale projects are needed to 
target more costly and challenging 
resource themes. A decade ago, 
conventional investment accounted 

for approximately 60 percent of a 
major’s oil & gas portfolio. By 2015 
this may have decreased to about with 
40 percent while investment in the to 
account for nearly 60 percent of future 
upstream portfolio value.

By contrast, the portfolio mix for
the bulk of NOCs is conventionally 
oriented; although there is a push to
enlarge their unconventional oil and 
gas weighting. As NOCs increasingly 
manage a diverse portfolio base, they 
must be prepared to adapt 

Figure 4: Development CAPEX of Top 10 IOCs
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Source: Wood Mackenzie, KPMG analysis

their management to provide for 
the technical risks and operational 
complexities involved.

The oil and gas potential of Africa 
was a central part of our M&A 
presentation. In 2013, Africa recorded 
a record level of M&A activity.

North Africa, though characterized 
by political unrest, is attracting 
renewed investment interest. Egypt in    
particular is seen as a territory offering 
enticing value. 

Despite recent disappointments, West 
Africa remains an exciting exploration 
play with companies targeting deep-
water structures.  There are acquisition 
opportunities in Nigeria as the majors 
look to exit, although uncertainty over 

the future role of NPDC has slowed 
the transaction process.  Alternative 
commercial arrangements are now 
being considered.

East Africa, advantaged by recent 
exploration success, robust economic
growth and its strategically location to 
supplement Asia’s energy demands,
has received a flurry of investment capital 
in recent years. Mr Lobo emphasised 
that to create and maximise material 
value in onshore East Africa, first mover 
advantage is key. 

East Africa’s ascendance as a vibrant 
energy frontier is constrained by fiscal 
and political uncertainty, in addition 
to relatively junior infrastructure 
and therefore investment potential 
continues to be hindered. As a result, 

independent entities and small caps 
make-up over 80 percent of licensed 
frontiers acreage by peer group. 

Limited by capital, independents have 
been the cornerstone of East African 
exploration – finding hydrocarbons 
before selling their stakes to larger 
entities for a considerable uplift. Cove 
Energy was highlighted as a model 
exploration company that maximised 
value-creation at the initial exploration 
phase. After finding gas, Cove sold its 
8.5 percent stake in the Rovuma Basin, 
Mozambique, to an Asian NOC for 
nearly US$2 billion – 40 times its initial 
capital injection.

We continue to see interest in African 
assets for Asian players and believe 
this trend will continue well into 2015.

Net International M&A spend by peer group
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Figure 5: Net M&A Spending by ENR Companies
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Publication name: Managing your commodity risk through market uncertainty - GEI business club recap

About the KPMG Global Energy Institute (GEI)
The GEI is a worldwide knowledge sharing 
platform detailing insights into current issues and 
emerging trends within the Oil & Gas and Power 
& Utilities sectors. Launched in 2007 in
Houston, United States, the Institute opened its 
first regional centre in Singapore at the KPMG 
Global Energy Conference – Asia Pacific 2013.

Energy professionals will have access to valuable 
thought leadership, studies, events and web-
casts on key industry topics. A regional focus to 
the GEI provides decision makers tailored insight 
within the Americas, Asia Pacific and the Europe, 
Middle East and Africa regions.

The GEI strives to equip professionals with 
new tools to better navigate the changes in the 
dynamic energy arena.

About the Business Club
Launched in 2013, the KPMG Global Energy 
Institute in Asia Pacific aims to bring together 
senior decision makers in the Energy & Natural 
Resources sector every two months. While the 
main objective of the event is to allow partic-
ipants to network, the GEI also aims to be a 
platform for our global energy specialists to 
share their insights into the sector. Participants 
will therefore be able to gain a broad perspective 
on what's happening in the enrgy sector. 

Register
Individuals can register for the GEI at the fol-
lowing link: www.kpmg.com/energyaspac and 
receive regular updates, thought leadership and 
invites to events and web conferences.

www.kpmg.com/energyaspac
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